
Top CHA High-rise Written Up 
Housing Chief Decries Upkeep At ABLA Homes 
April 23, 2001|By Cam Simpson, Tribune staff reporter. 

For the third time in two weeks, CHA chief Terry Peterson made a surprise inspection of a high-rise to 
check on repairs by a private management company and found problems in nearly every apartment he 
checked Sunday. 

"This is unacceptable," Peterson said after finding a water leak that had saturated a wall near an 
electrical panel, defective smoke alarms and a host of other complaints that had not been fixed at ABLA 
Homes on the Near West Side. 

Peterson said the private company contracted to maintain ABLA, H.J. Russell of Atlanta, would be put 
on notice that emergency repairs needed to be handled more quickly and that the building's overall 
condition was not up to snuff. 

In the high-rise at 1324 S. Loomis St.--which Peterson said was supposed to have one of the CHA's best 
repair records--he met several tenants who complained that maintenance calls have gone unanswered for 
weeks and even months. 

"This is where they're telling me everything is OK, where they've taken care of things," Peterson said. 
"But every unit that I've been into, there are work orders that haven't been processed." 

In the first apartment, Peterson found water dripping through the ceiling of Ann Warship's kitchen, 
causing damage to cabinets, countertops and an adjacent wall. 

Warship told Peterson she reported the leak shortly after moving in to her second-floor unit in 
December. 

Instead of fixing the underlying problem, Warship said workers made one visit in which they applied a 
fresh coat of plaster over the blistering wall and ceiling. The new plaster quickly blistered again, she 
said, as the water broke through the ceiling again. 

As Peterson ordered a crew into Warship's unit and started to walk out, Warship stopped the CHA chief 
in his tracks. 

"We ain't finished," Warship said, bringing Peterson into her bathroom where enamel was peeling from 
her bathtub. 

On the third floor directly above Warship's unit, the same trail of water worked its way through Cathy 
Booker's apartment. The water damage there, however, was worse, with the wall holding Booker's 
electrical box saturated. 

Peterson labeled it an emergency and ordered it repaired within 24 hours. Residents told Peterson the 
same leak reached all the way to the 14th floor. 



In other units, Peterson found problems including radiator pipes without insulation that are a potential 
hazard for kids, defective smoke alarms and protruding nails from cabinets. 

Peterson said he's logging his findings for consideration when each of the property managers' two-year 
contracts are up. 

CHA officials have said they've inspected more than 1,000 high-rise apartments within the last two 
weeks in an effort to police their private property managers. Peterson also has promised to hire 10 
"quality control" monitors to do the same. Peterson said he would personally continue his sweeps until 
he was satisfied with the state of CHA high-rises. 
 

The inspection push comes after some residents and their attorneys had alleged the CHA's private 
property managers were neglecting repairs in high-rises where residents are being temporarily relocated. 
Many of those so-called temporary arrangements may last for years. 

Residents are being relocated into what CHA officials believe are their most livable high-rises as other 
buildings are demolished under the agency's $1.6 billion overhaul. 

Emergency repairs are supposed to be finished within 24 hours by property managers. The rest are 
supposed to be done within 30 days, Peterson said. 
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